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press release  

Wendsday, April 24th, 2018 

ATC Recognized with Prestigious Partner of the Year Award in Oracle HCM Cloud 

solutions 

Oracle recognized Athens Technology Center (ATC), a provider of end-to-end HCM solutions in Greece and 

Cyprus, with its Partner of the Year Award in Oracle HCM Cloud solutions. ATC is a Gold level member of 

Oracle PartnerNetwork (OPN). ATC was presented the Partner of the Year Award in Oracle HCM Cloud 

solutions for demonstrating excellence in a series of successful Oracle Cloud Talent Acquisition 

implementations in industries particularly sensitive to HR, such as NGOs, banking and tourism. This award 

comes as a culmination of ATC’s innovative and committed spirit to serving Oracle clients by delivering Oracle 

solutions and services to solve critical business challenges. 

Oracle’s Partner of the Year Award encourages innovation by OPN members that use Oracle products and 

technology to create value for customers. The award reflects ATC’s success in adopting OPN’s approach, which 

is aimed at enabling partners to establish industry recognition by following a formal process to become 

specialized in key Oracle solution areas. 

“Oracle and ATC offer a powerful mix of human capital management technologies with professional services”, said 

Mrs Maria Mathaiou,  Integrated & HCM Solutions Director of ATC. “By offering a “blend" that includes 

Oracle HCM Cloud solutions, as well as implementation, training and advisory services, ATC are able to provide a 

more robust solution to their customers". “ATC has demonstrated an outstanding level of innovation in delivering 

proven, Oracle-based solutions that solve our joint customers' most critical business challenges,” said Jacek 

Piotrowski, Partner Digital transformation Leader A&C ERP, Oracle CEE & CIS, Oracle. “We congratulate 

ATC in achieving the Partner of the Year Award in Oracle HCM Cloud solutions. This achievement is a testament to 

providing customers solutions and services that drive real business value and results.” 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

About Athens Technology Center (ATC) - Our extended expertise in web, mobile, cloud and database areas, secure a customized service 

that meets our clients’ technology strategy tightly. In cooperation with industry leaders like Oracle, we provide on premise and cloud-

based solutions and services for Learning, Recruitment, Certification Management, Talent Management, Virtual Classroom and 

Collaboration as well as professional services, like custom course development and integration with third party platforms including HRMS, 

LMS and Virtual Classroom, Intranets, Web portals and more. 

About Oracle PartnerNetwork - Oracle PartnerNetwork (OPN) is Oracle's partner program that provides partners with a differentiated 

advantage to develop, sell and implement Oracle solutions. OPN offers resources to train and support specialized knowledge of Oracle’s 

products and solutions and has evolved to recognize Oracle’s growing product portfolio, partner base and business opportunity. Key to 

the latest enhancements to OPN is the ability for partners to be recognized and rewarded for their investment in Oracle Cloud. Partners 

engaging with Oracle will be able to differentiate their Oracle Cloud expertise and success with customers through the OPN Cloud 

program – an innovative program that complements existing OPN program levels with tiers of recognition and progressive benefits for 

partners working with Oracle Cloud.  To find out more visit: http://www.oracle.com/partners .   

Trademarks - Oracle and Java are registered trademarks of Oracle and/or its affiliates.  
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